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bers, however, remain obscure. We can’t
even estimate these. One is the number of
functionally significant protein complexes. Even restricted to pair-wise interactions, we are potentially dealing with
tens of billions of possibilities. Another
number is the array of organisms where
genomic approaches will be necessary or

desirable. The third is the tally of DNA
sequence variations in a population that
must be characterized to properly account
for interesting differences in the behaviour
between individuals. Obtaining a rough
idea of these numbers will require many
more strides like the advances that recent
mass spectrometric work promise.
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Rapid flux in plant genomes
Daniel F. Voytas & Gavin J.P. Naylor

The sizes of plant genomes vary re- to zero when it integrates into a genome. lenges to an organism’s well-being. From
markably—the well-studied Arabidopsis Like retroviral proviruses, the maize retro- a mechanistic standpoint, the replication
genome is 108 base pairs while those of transposons are flanked by two long ter- machinery would have to process more
some lilies are over one thousand times minal repeats (LTRs). These repeats are DNA. Chromosome pairing may be chalthis size1,2. Genome sizes vary even among reverse transcribed from an mRNA tem- lenged by the asymmetric accumulation
closely related plants. The plum genome, plate that has only one copy of the LTR of elements. Finally, and perhaps most
for example, is three times larger than that sequence, so both LTRs are typically iden- importantly, the cell must have an efficient means of recognizing vital codof peaches (both are members of the
ing sequences against a changing
genus Prunus), suggesting that flucbackground of inserted elements.
tuations in genome size occur over present
How do so many elements get
relatively short periods of evoincorporated so quickly, and why are
lutionary time. While transposon
onset of
they tolerated? These two questions
insertion is recognized as a force
retrotransposon
amplification
may be interrelated: tolerance may
underlying genome fluidity, the pace
B (n = 5)
A (n = 5)
promote amplification and amplifiat which it contributes to genome
cation may, in turn, foster tolerance.
evolution has remained obscure. On
Assume, for example, that there is
page 43, Phillip SanMiguel and colformation of the
just one target site on a chromosome
leagues document the rapidity by
allotetraploid and
onset of disomy
into which an element can insert.
which transposons can restructure
When an element occupies this site,
genomes; by analysing retrotransits sequence may, in turn, provide
poson end-sequences, they have
multiple new targets for further
determined that an eruption of transinsertion. As the percentage of eleposon activity over the past six mildivergence of diploid
progenitors of A & B
ments increases in the genome, there
lion years has led to the plethora of
is an exponential increase in the
transposons that currently litter the
number of potential sites for integramaize genome3.
Plotting and ploiding — genome dynamics in the
tion. This may explain both the rapid
The most abundant transposable
evolutionary history of maize. n = chromosome number
amplification and the nested organielements in maize are retrotranszation of the maize retrotransposons.
posons—mobile genetic elements
that replicate by reverse transcription. They proliferate by making copies of tical after DNA synthesis. Time since inte- Ploidy and proliferation
themselves; parental elements are tran- gration is measured by the extent of Plants are known to adapt to other largescribed, reverse transcribed, and the nucleotide sequence divergence that has scale genome perturbations. Changes in
resulting progeny are ‘seeded’ to new occurred between the two LTRs of a single ploidy, for example, are commonplace,
genomic sites. Maize retrotransposons element. This ‘clock’ can be calibrated rel- and over 50% of all plant species are polyhave amplified to such an extent that they ative to sequence divergence among orth- ploid or have undergone periods of polyare densely packed in intergenic regions ologous genes between species, whose ploidy in their evolutionary history5.
and, in total, occupy over 50% of the rates of change, in turn, are set by fossil Although modern maize behaves as a
nuclear DNA (ref. 4). To explore the ‘pop- data. By this method, SanMiguel et al. strict diploid, there are relics of a past
ulation’ dynamics of retrotransposon have calculated that most maize retro- polyploidization event, including large
activity, SanMiguel et al. took advantage transposons have integrated within the duplicated segments of the genome6 and a
of the fact that the retrotransposon can be past 3 million years.
chromosome number that is twice that of
A genome riddled with retrotrans- many of its relatives7. The increased availused to gauge evolutionary time; it can be
thought of as a molecular clock that is set posons would seem to pose serious chal- ability of maize genome sequence has
millions of years ago
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allowed the timing and history of the
tetraploid event to be reconstructed—
analyses of sequence divergence among
multiple loci suggest that the two diploid
progenitors of maize diverged approximately 20 million years ago and then
united to form the allotetraploid 11 million years ago8 (see figure).
An obvious outcome of polyploidy is the
duplication of gene loci, which may or may
not confer a selective advantage to the
polyploid. As one might expect, polyploids
are not simply the sum of their parts; artificial polyploids of Brassica (cabbage and
its cousins) and wheat, for example,
undergo extensive changes in their nuclear
genome within a few generations after formation9,10. Although the mechanisms
underlying these changes are obscure,
transposition is clearly one possibility: quiescent transposable elements in a diploid
may be activated in the new genetic environment of the polyploid. Alternatively,
genetic redundancy in the polyploid may
buffer the potential deleterious effects of
transposition. A non-plant example of
transposon activation through hybridization has recently been described in wallabies; retrotransposons were unleashed in a

hybrid of two wallaby species, resulting in
their rapid proliferation11.
Transposable element spread through
hybridization is also seen in cotton12. Cultivated cotton is tetraploid and has arisen
from a cross between two diploid species
—one from Africa/Asia (Old World cotton) and one from the Americas (New
World cotton). Chromosomes originating
from either donor are distinguishable in
the tetraploid, and repeats specific to Old
World cottons, including transposable elements, have colonized New World cotton
chromosomes in the million or so years
since polyploid formation13. Interestingly,
one diploid New World species carries
repeats from the Old World, suggesting
that it is either a direct descendent of
tetraploid cotton or was spawned from the
same polyploidization event that led to the
formation of the tetraploid. Co-opting
genetic information through wide outcrosses and episodes of polyploidy is a
recurrent theme in plant evolution, and
only recently have we begun to appreciate
how such processes influence transposable
element population dynamics.
In maize, there is presently no evidence
linking polyploidy and the observed burst
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in retrotransposition; element amplification occurred at least five million years
after formation of the tetraploid. Nonetheless, retrotransposons may have been
seeded by the tetraploid event, which have
slowly amplified over time—like a modest
investment in a mutual fund that has now
grown to an appreciable fortune. Bursts of
transposition and changes in ploidy attest
to the fluidity of plant genomes. Ongoing
plant genome projects and studies such as
the one described in this issue will shed
further insight into the nature of these
events and their consequences for plant
genome evolution.
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A lungful of transcription factors
Jeff Whitsett
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The formation of the respiratory tract represents an evolutionary process critical to
terrestrial adaptation—perhaps driven by
the increasing need for efficient gasexchange as vertebrates have become
larger and colonized increasingly warm
and dry habitats. The lung appeared relatively late in vertebrate evolution; not surprisingly, therefore, its structure is highly
conserved among vertebrates as divergent
as fish and mammals. It consists of a series
of branched tubules (the trachea, bronchi
and bronchioles) that conduct air from the
pharynx to a gas-exchange area in terminal, bud-like structures, called alveoli
(Fig. 1). Alveoli are vascularized by a dense
capillary network that facilitates the
exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide
between the alveolar air spaces and the
pulmonary vasculature. As such, the lung
represents a remarkable organ in which
large volumes of gas and material are efficiently and safely exchanged.
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Morphogenesis and differentiation of
the lung are dependent upon precise signalling between epithelial cells (derived
from the foregut endoderm) and cells
from the mesenchyme that control signalling networks mediating cell proliferation, fate, migration and differentiation.
Two reports presented in this issue, one by
Jun Motoyama et al.1, and the other, by
Chin Litingtung et al.2, demonstrate that
sonic hedgehog (Shh) and the Gli family
members (Gli2 and Gli3) are critical to
lung morphogenesis. These studies collectively add the Shh signalling pathway to
other transcriptional and signalling systems known to be required for lung morphogenesis—specifically, those mediated
by fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) and
their receptors, and those mediated by
the transcription factors hepatonucleocyte
factor 3β (HNF-3β) and Nkx2.1 (also
known as thyroid transcription factor
(TTF)); the latter are involved in endo-

derm differentiation and surfactant protein gene expression (Fig. 1).
Both groups generated knockout mice;
similar defects in lung morphogenesis
were observed in all mutant mouse
embryos lacking Shh or simultaneously
deficient in the Gli family members, Gli2
and Gli3. Lack of Shh resulted in lung
hypoplasia, agenesis of the left lung, aberrant lobulation of the normally four-lobed
right lung and tracheo-oesophageal fistula
(a fistula is an abnormal passage between
two body organs). Mutant embryos deficient in both Gli2 and Gli3 displayed all of
the abnormalities observed in the Shh
mutants, suggesting a role for the endodermally derived Shh in the regulation of
Gli-signalling pathways in the mesodermal lung. These results are also consistent
with the fact that a Gli3 knockout mouse
showed defects in lung development3, and
they demonstrate partial redundancy of
Gli family members during lung develop7

